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vote. Vote for whom you please, but
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. * * *
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utility stock. As an investor, expecting

merely a return on his investment, he

is not fearful of the Pinchot policies.

The Mellon family also is supporting
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which is certainly testimony that he

is not enemy to business.

That reduces the issue to its stark
reality:

Whether the Philadelphia Polit-

ical machine, a by-word for all that

is detestable in government, shall,

assisted by the heads of privilege

seeking utilities, take over the

government of Pennsylvania for

its own use and, through the

Democratic candidate, John Hemp-

hill, compel in the state administr-

ation the same deplorable govern-

ment which Philadelphia now re-

ceives. It is a government which

thinks of the political machine

first and the welfare of the people

last, if at all.

There's the issue: The people or the

political and utility bosses. The wet  
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making his stand for the election of leaders are concentrating on plans Independent Oil Co. demand for
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